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1. INTRODUCTION 
SEVEN compact 3-manifolds admit smooth taut embeddings. The first three are S1 x S2 and 
its quotients S’ x [wP2 and S’ x,,S2, where h denotes a orientation reversing diffeo- 
morphism of S2. The next three are the 3-sphere S3 and its quotients IFBP3 and S”/{ f 1, 
k i, +j, _+ k), the so-called quaternion space. The last example is the torus T3. 
We will prove the following theorem. 
1.1 THEOREM. A compact and three-dimensional smooth taut submanifold is dl@omorphic 
to one of the seven manifolds above. 
We now discuss known taut embeddings of these manifolds and their possible 
substantial codimensions. Substantial will always mean spherically substantial, i.e., a 








S’ x S2 can be realized as a cyclide of Dupin in codimension one. It is shown in [4] 
that any taut embedding with codimension one of S’ x S2 is such a cyclide and that 
they are all Mobius equivalent o a tube around a circle in Iw4. We will prove that the 
substantial codimension of a taut embedding of S’ x S2 can only be one. 
S’ x [wP2 as the product of the circle and the Veronese surface has substantial 
codimension three. As a rotational submanifold with “meridian” [wP2, it has sub- 
stantial codimension two, We will prove that two and three are the only possibilities 
for the codimension. 
S’ x hS2 can be realized with codimension two as the “complexified unit sphere” 
{e’exlBEIW,xES2 c Iw3) c S5 c C3. We will show that all other codimensions are 
impossible. 
The sphere is only taut as a round hypersphere. 
We have lQP3 with codimension two (the Stiefel manifold V,., in S5 c rW6) and five 
(SO(3) in the unit sphere of the space of 3 x 3-matrices) and do not know whether the 
codimensions three and four are possible. 
The quaternion space is realized as Cartan’s isoparametric hypersurface in S4, where 
it is unique up to Lie transformations by [ 133. We show below that other codimen- 
sions are impossible. 
We have the torus with codimension one (as a tube in KY4 around a standard 
T2 c R3) and two (as a product T2 x S’ c R5). We prove that no other codimen- 
sions are possible. 
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We will also make some steps towards a geometric classification of taut S-manifolds. 
For example, we prove that a taut 3-torus always has flat normal bundle. In the future, it 
might be possible to classify all taut 3-manifolds up to Mobius transformations. We expect, 
however, the solution of this problem to be complicated: in most of the cases the known 
examples already depend on many parameters. A problem we do not deal with is the 
classification of 3-manifolds admitting topological taut embeddings. It seems likely that the 
conclusion would be the same as in theorem (1.1). 
The classification problem of taut three-dimensional hypersurfaces is solved up to Lie 
equivalence in [13] and [lo]. In particular, the diffeomorphism problem is also solved in 
this case: 
1.2 THEOREM. A taut compact hypersurface in R4 is difiomorphic to S’ x S2, S3, the 
quaternion space or to T3. 
Our classification theorem (1.1) is proved in sections four, five and six. In section two, we 
give some definitions and basic properties. In section three, we collect some elementary 
lemmas on top sets. 
2. TAUT SUBMANIFOLDS 
A smooth proper submanifold M in a Euclidean space is said to be taut with respect to a 
field F if for almost every closed ball B the induced homomorphisms in singular homology 
H,(MnB;F)+H,(M;F) 
are injective. If we use tech homology instead of singular homology, a submanifold is taut 
if and only if the above homomorphisms are injective for every closed ball B, see [S]. Notice 
that it is not clear whether these two definitions are equivalent for topological taut 
submanifolds. Kuiper uses the second one in [83. We will only consider smooth 
submanifolds in the present paper. We refer to the monograph [4] and the papers Cl], [Z] 
and [S] for basic material on taut submanifolds. 
An immediate consequence of the definition is that a taut submanifold is embedded, i.e., 
it does not have self-intersections. 
As a consequence of the main result in [19], a 3-manifold that is taut with respect to 
some field is also taut with respect to L,. We will therefore always assume in this paper that 
tautness is with respect to Z,. 
Taut submanifolds can equivalently be defined as those submanifolds M for which the 
distance functions L,: M -+ IR, p --) d(p,~)~ are perfect Morse functions for almost every x. 
We remind the reader that a Morse function is a function whose critical points are non- 
degenerate (and on different critical levels). A Morse function is .Z,-perfect or only perfect if 
it has /?(M; Z,) critical points, where P(M; Z,) is the sum of Betti numbers of M with 
respect to Z2. We call a function f a Morse-Bott function if its set of critical points 
decomposes into non-degenerate submanifolds, i.e., submanifolds N, along which the nullity 
of the Hessian offis constant and equal to dim Ni. A Morse-Bott function is Z,-perfect or 
only pecfect if it satisfies P(M; Z,) = Cp(N,; Z,), where we sum over the critical sub- 
manifolds Ni of the Morse-Bott function. 
The following basic theorem is due to Ozawa [12]. 
2.1 THEOREM (Ozawa). Let M be a taut submanz$old. Then every distancefunction of M is 
a perfect Morse-Bott function. Furthermore, the critical submantfolds of a distance ,function 
are taut as submanifolds of Euclidean space. 
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As a consequence of this theorem, one can prove that a smooth submanifold is taut if 
and only if the induced homomorphisms in singular homology are injective for erer? closed 
ball B. 
A critical submanifold that is either a maximum or a minimum is called a rop ser. We will 
also say top cycle, since it is a submanifold by (2.1) and hence carries its fundamental Z,- 
cycle. Notice that this cycle is not null-homologous by the characterization of tautness in 
the last paragraph. We also say rap form, top circle etc, if the top set is a torus. circle etc. It is 
easy to see that the intersection of two top sets is a top set. 
We will call a normal vector r regular if the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of the shape 
operator A; are constant in a neighborhood of c in the normal bundle and singular 
otherwise, The set of regular normal vectors is open and dense. The number n(r) of principal 
curvatures of A: is by definition locally constant at regular < and is discontinuous at 
singular r. If n(r) = 1, then the normal direction t is umbilic and M is not substantial if it is 
taut. Since we will always assume that M is substantial, n (<) = 2 for a singular 5 of a taut 3- 
manifold. Hence in every neighborhood of a singular normal vector there is a 5 such that 
n(5) = 3. 
One can associate to < the top cycle T(c) which is the set of minima of the distance 
function L/,;,, wheref(5) is the first focal point on the normal ray in the direction of 5 if 
such a focal point exists. Otherwise, 7’(t) is the set of maxima of L1(;) wheref(0 is the last 
focal point on the normal ray in direction - <. Notice that dim T(,S) or dim T( - 5) is equal 
to two if 5 is singular. Following [7] we will denote the set of normal vectors along r(r) 
pointing in the direction of the focal point.f(C) by A(<). If < is a regular normal vector, then 
A (0 is an integral manifold of a curvature distribution; see [ 17 3. It is a consequence of (2.1) 
that every curvature surface of a taut submanifold is complete. If dim 7(i) = 1, then T(i) is a 
round circle. 
An important class of taut submanifolds are those we would like to call proper-Dupin. 
These are submanifolds such that all normal vectors are regular and the principal 
curvatures are constant along the corresponding curvature surfaces. It is equivalent to ask 
that the submanifolds are taut and all normal vectors regular; see [IS] and [IS]. For the 
definition of Dupin submanifolds, not needed in this paper. we refer to [14] and [3]. It is 
easy to check that a small tube around a proper-Dupin submanifold is a proper-Dupin 
hypersurface. 
3. TOP SETS 
In this section we prove some elementary lemmas on top sets which partially overlap 
with results in [6, 7). 
3.1 LEMMA. Let [ be a singular normal t’ector of a substantial taut 3-manifold M whose 
top set T(i) is two-dimensional. Then T(c) is either a projective plane or a 2-torus. 
Remark. If T(t) is not two-dimensional for a singular vector <, then T( - <) is two- 
dimensional. Notice also that < is singular if and only if - ; is singular. 
Proqf: By the classification of taut surfaces in [l], it follows that T(j) is a sphere, 
projective plane or a torus. We have to exclude that T(t) is a sphere. Let rt(t) be the number 
of different principal curvatures of A; as in section two. There is a sequence (ii) of regular 
normal vectors converging to r such that n(ii) = 3. The curvature leaves A(s*i) are one- 
dimensional and the top sets T(ti) are consequently round circles which represent non- 
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trivial one-dimensional homology classes. A subsequence of the circles T(5i) converges to a 
circle in T(t) that is homologically non-trivial. Hence T(C) is a taut surface that is not a 
sphere. This proves the lemma. 0 
3.2 LEMMA. Any taut 3-manifold satisfies fll(M; Z,) 4 3, where P1(M;Z,) denotes the 
first Betti number of M with respect to Z,. 
Remark. See [7] where this is also proved with essentially the same arguments. More 
generally, one can prove, although not so-easily, that an n-dimensional taut submanifold 
that is (i - I)-connected satisfies fii(M; Z,) 5 n/i. 
Proof: Let us first assume that M is not proper-Dupin, i.e., there is a singular normal 
vector 5 such that T(r) is either a projective plane or a torus by (3.1). For any SEA we 
have that T( - a) is a circle. These circles meet T(t) transversally. Let E, denote the line 
tangent o the circle T( - q) at the intersection point. One can regard E, as the fiber of a line 
bundle E over T(r) with a corresponding circle bundle i, obtained by identifying the two 
ends of each fibre. Mapping E,, onto the circle T( - q), induces a map of ,6 to M that can 
obviously be made a diffeomorphism around r(5). Thus the degree of the map is one. The 
induced map in cohomology from H*(M; E,) to H*(E^; Z,) is therefore injective. Thus 
Using that E is a circle bundle over T(5) which is a torus or a projective plane, we see that 
Pr(M; Z,) I 3. 
Thus it is only left to consider the case where M is proper-Dupin. We come back to this case 
in lemma (3.4). There we will prove that fi(M; Z,) = 1 for a proper-Dupin submanifold with 
codimension at least two and jI(M; Z,) I 2 for proper-Dupin hypersurfaces. 0 
If T(t) in the above proof is a projective plane, then /3r (E; Z,) < 2. Thus we have also 
proved the following lemma. 
3.3 LEMMA. lf bl(M; Hz) = 3, then all two-dimensional top sets are tori. q 
The next lemma shows that top tori are the obstacles for transporting two one- 
dimensional top cycles into each other if the codimension is at least two. 
3.4. LEMMA. Assume that the codimension is at least two. Then the set .Y of normal 
vectors 4 such that T(t) is a torus disconnects N’ into ut least PI (M; Z,) puth connected 
components. In particular, if /I1(M; Z,) 2 2, then there are infinitely many top tori. As a 
further consequence, a proper-Dupin submanifold M with substantial codimension greater than 
one satisjes B1 (M; E,) = 1. In the case of hypersurfaces, there is a top torus tffll (M; Z,) = 3. 
For proper-Dupin hypersurfaces /3, (M; Z,) I 2. 
Remark. (i) In codimension one, the normal bundle is disconnected and one can thus 
have /j, (M;Z,) = 2 although no top torus exists. 
(ii) More generally than in the above lemma, one can show in a proof similar to the one 
below that all Betti numbers of a proper-Dupin submanifold of arbitrary dimension are less 
than or equal to two. If the codimension is greater than one, then the Betti numbers are at 
most one. 
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Proqf Let JII be a path connected component of the complement of 5. Let to and 5, be 
two elements of J! such that T(lo) and r(ti 1 are round circles. Let t(t) be a curve in % 
connecting to and ii. Notice that T(r(t)) is either a circle, a 2-sphere or a projective plane. 
We define a one-parameter family X(t) of one-dimensional homology classes of M as 
follows; if T(r(r)) is a sphere, then we set Y(t) = 0; otherwise s(t) is the unique one- 
dimensional class in r(<(t)). Notice that 2’(t) is locally constant, since. by Ozawa’s 
theorem, there is a neighborhood of any top set that is homotopy equivalent to it and 
contains all top sets of neighboring r(t). We have thus shown that any two circles r(&,) and 
T(5,) for to and <i in *a represent he same homology class of M. 
Now let L, be a distance function that is a Morse function. Then L, has /I, critical points 
of index one that we denote by pi. Denote the normal vector at pi pointing towards x by ti. 
The homology added when passing the critical level L,(pi) can be represented by the circle 
T(li). By tautness, no two of the circles T(ti) are homologous. Thus each two of the ci lie in 
different path connected components of N’ - F. It follows that N’ - 5 has at least /?i 
path connected components. If the codimension is at least two, then N1 is connected and at 
least four-dimensional. Thus /3, (M; Z,) 2 2 implies that F cannot consist of finitely many 
sets A(<), each of which is two-dimensional if T(5) is two-dimensional. This proves the 
lemma. 0 
4. FIRST BETTI NUMBER EQUAL TO ONE 
In this section we will begin the proof of theorem (1.1) and classify taut 3-manifolds with 
/?i (M; h,) = 1 and codimension at least two. We will prove. 
4.1 PROPOSITION. A taut 3-manifold with /I, (M; Z,) = 1 and codimension at least two is 
difleomorphic to S’ x S2, S’ x ,, S2 or IwP3. 
We first prove a lemma that gives us the Morse theoretic situation if B1(M; Hz) = 1. 
4.2 LEMMA. Assume chat /?I (M; Z,) = 1 and that the codimension is at least two. Then 
there is a distance function that has three critical levels corresponding to an isolated minimum, 
an isolated maximum and a critical circle of index one. 
Remark. The distance function is a Morse-Bott function by Ozawa’s theorem (2.1). 
Proof: We first show that there is a normal vector 5 with three different principal 
curvatures, i.e., n(r) = 3. This is obvious if M is not proper-Dupin, since then there is a 
regular normal vector 5 in a neighborhood of a singular normal vector satisfying n(r) = 3; 
see section two. There is more to prove if M is proper-Dupin. Assume that this is the case 
and that n(5) = 2 for every 5. Then the multiplicities of the principal curvatures are one and 
two respectively. Its tube would be a proper-Dupin hypersurface with three principal 
curvatures, two of which have multiplicities one and two respectively, the third being one 
less than the codimension of M. Such a submanifold does not exist by the classification of 
proper-Dupin hypersurfaces with three principal curvatures in [9]. 
Letfbe the focal point corresponding to the middle principal curvature of A,. Then by 
Ozawa’s theorem (2.1), the distance function L, has a non-degenerate critical circle of index 
one that passes through p = n(5). We now show that other critical points are only an 
isolated maximum and an isolated minimum. If the minimum were taken on along a non- 
degenerate critical circle, then the first homology would be non-trivial below the level L,(p). 
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Passing that level. the first homology would increase contradicting /I, = 1. If the minimum 
were taken on along a surface, then we get a contradiction to /I2 = 1. Similarly, one shows 
that L, takes its maximum on in an isolated point and there can be no more 
critical points. r 
With the next proposition we finish the proof of (4.1). 
4.3 PROPOSITION. Assume that M is a 3-manifold with a Morse-Bott function that has 
three critical levels corresponding to an isolated minimum, an isolated maximum and a critical 
circle of index one. Then M is difleomorphic to one of the three manifolds S’ x S2, S’ x ,, S* 
or RP3. 
Proof. Let us denote the Morse-Bott function in the proposition by g. A level of g below 
or above the level c of the critical circle, that we denote by S, is a 2-sphere. We therefore have 
to investigate how a level 2-sphere can pass through the level c in such a way that it stays a 
2-sphere. 
It follows from the Morse lemma that the critical level g-l (c) divides a tube around the 
critical circle S into two double sector bundles over the critical circle (see Fig. 1). 
We consider the double sector bundle with g I c. There are two cases. 
The first case is that the two sectors do not interchange as we go around the critical 
circle. In this case, as the 2-spheres g- ’ (c - E) approach the critical level, two disjoint circles 
on them are glued together. The circles divide the 2-sphere into an annulus A and two disks 
D, and D,. Let (X,, Y,) and (X,, Y,) denote orthogonal frames along the circles, which are 
such that Xi is tangential to the circles (see Fig. 2). In the limiting process the vector field Xi 
gets identified with + X, and Y, with + Y,. There are four possibilities how this can be 
done. One excludes the two possibilities with Y, - - Y, because in this case passing to the 
level g-l (c + E) we glue the boundaries of D, and D, together as well as the boundaries of 
the annulus. Then g- ’ (c + E) is the union of a sphere and a torus or the union of a sphere 
and a Klein bottle. One sees that the other possibilities give rise to a 2-sphere after passing 
to the level g- ’ (c + E). 
The second case is that the sectors interchange after going once around the critical circle. 
In this case every point on the circle y is identified with its antipodal point and a vector field 
Y along 7 orthogonal to the tangent vector is either identified with Y or - Y. If Y is 
identified with Y then passing to the level g- ’ (c + E) one gets two projective planes. One 
sees that the other case gives rise to a sphere on the level g- ’ (c + E). 
We have seen that there are at most three cases of how one can pass the critical level c. 
Hence there are at most three diffeomorphism types of 3-manifolds admitting a Morse-Bott 
Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 
function g of the desired type. We construct such a function-on the three manifolds S’ x s2, 
S’ x ,,S’ and RP3. For this it is enough to find two compact surfaces in each of those 
manifolds that intersect transversally along a single closed curve and such that their 
complement is the union of two 3-balls. The critical level c will consist of the two surfaces 
and their intersection will be the critical circle. 
In the case of S’ x S2 we let the surfaces be {l } x S2 and S’ x C, where C is a circle 
on S2. 
Similarly, in the case of S’ x ,,S2 we let the surfaces be { 1) x S2 and S’ x C, where C is a 
closed curve invariant under the diffeomorphism h (e.g., a great circle if h is the 
antipodic map). 
In the case of RP3 one simply chooses two different hyperplanes. They obviously give 
the desired decomposition. This proves the proposition. 0 
We now come to the restrictions on the codimensions. 
4.4 PROPOSITION. A taut embedding of S’ x S2 has substantial codimension one. A taut 
embedding of S’ x ,,S2 has substantial codimension two. 
Remark. (i) The substantial codimension of a taut 3-manifold can easily be shown to be 
at most five, see [8], p. I 15, or the proof of proposition (5.5) below. In proposition (5.5) we 
prove that a taut 3-manifold with codimension four or five is diffeomorphic to RP3. The 
known taut embeddings of RP3 are the Stiefel manifold V,,, in S5 c R6 and SO(3) in 
S” c R’. We do not know whether the codimensions three and four are possible. In [16] we 
find a continuous deformation of V2,3 in S5 as proper-Dupin taut submanifolds. Any two 
manifolds in these families are not Mobius equivalent to each other. 
(ii) The first assertion in (4.4) is related to a result in [12], saying that I and ]p - 41 + I 
are the only possible codimensions for taut embeddings of Sp x 9. We use [S] to exclude 
that the codimension of S’ x S2 is two. More generally, [S] can be used to prove that 
Sp x S”+ ’ can only be taut in codimension one if p is odd. Notice that S2 x S3 is diffeo- 
morphic to the Stiefel manifold V2,4(lR) and can therefore be tautly embedded with 
codimension two. 
Proof We first prove that the substantial codimension of S’ x S2 can only be one. We 
first show that such an embedding has to be proper-Dupin. If there is a singular normal 
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vector t, then, after changing the sign of 5 if necessary, the corresponding top set T(E) must 
be a projective plane since 8, = 1. A top set of a submanifold that is taut with respect o a 
field F is taut with respect o F. A taut embedding of S’ x S2 is taut with respect o any field, 
RP2 is only taut with respect o fields of characteristic two. Thus it follows that S’ x S2 can 
only be proper-Dupin. Assume that the codimension is at least two. The number of 
principal curvatures is three by the argument at the beginning of the proof of lemma (4.2). 
A tube T around the taut embedding of S’ x S2 is a proper-Dupin hypersurface with four 
principal curvatures, three of which have multiplicity one, the fourth being one less than the 
codimension. Then it follows by [ 111, see also [S], that the codimension must be two, since 
three multiplicities being equal implies that all four are equal. Let B, and B_ be the two 
components of S5 - T and assume that S’ x S2 c B,. It follows immediately from the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence, see also [l 11, that 
H,(T;Z)=H,(B+;Z)OH,(B_:Z). 
Using that B, is homotopy equivalent o S’ x S2 we see that H2( T: Z) = Z 0 H,(B_ ; Z). 
On the other hand, by [S], Table 2.1, a Dupin hypersurface T with y = 4 and all 
multiplicities equal to one satisfies H,(T; Z) = Z,. This is a contradiction. Thus the 
codimension can only be one. 
Now we show that the substantial codimension of S’ x ,,S2 can only be two. It can not 
be one since S’ x ,,S2 is not orientable. Thus its codimension is at least two. We first show 
that S’ x ,, S can only be proper-Dupin. As above, there would be a two-dimensional top set 
T(r) corresponding to a singular normal vector 5 which has to be a projective plane. Let L, 
be a distance function that has T(t) as a minimum. The only further critical point of L, is an 
isolated maximum. The normal bundle of T(c) in S1 x ,, S2 is orientable. Thus a level surface 
above T(5) consists of two projective planes. A level surface below the maximum is a 2- 
sphere. This is a contradiction since there are no critical points except T(t) and the 
maximum. Thus S’ x hS2 can only be tautly embedded as proper-Dupin submanifold with 
codimension at least two. The proof that the codimension is at most two is exactly as in the 
case of S’ x S2 a consequence of the fact that a Dupin hypersurface with four different 
principal curvatures and three multiplicities equal has all multiplicities equal. cl 
5. FIRST BETTI NUMBER EQUAL TO TWO 
We continue the proof of theorem (1. I) and prove: 
5.1 PROPOSITION. Assume that 8, (M; Z,) = 2 and that the codimension is at least two. 
Then M is difleomorphic to S’ x RP’. 
We first prove two lemmas that give us a convement Morse-Bott function on M. 
5.2 LEMMA. Let N be a top set of M. Then there is a distance function such that its 
maximum is taken on along N and all other critical points are non-degenerate. 
Proof. Let B be a closed round ball that contains M and has the top set N in its 
boundary. We put a hyperbolic metric on B. Then M - N is a complete submanifold. Let 
H, be a hyperbolic distance function that is a Morse function. After applying a hyperbolic 
isometry, if necessary, we can assume that x is the center of the ball. The Euclidean distance 
function f,, has the same critical points as H, outside of M - N and N is its set of maxima. 
This proves the lemma. 0 
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5.3. LEMMA. Assume that /I1 (M; Z,) = 2 and the codimension is at least two. Then there 
is a distance fttnction such that its maximum is taken on along a torus and there are only two 
more critical points: one of index one and an isolated minimum. 
Proof: We know by lemma (3.4) that some top set must be a torus T. Then by lemma 
(5.2) there is a distance function L, such that its maximum is taken on in that torus and 
there are only two further critical points and these have indices zero and one respectively. 
This proves the lemma. 0 
The following proposition finishes the proof of (5.1). 
5.4 PROPOSITION. Let M be a compact 3-manifold admitting a Z,-perfect Morse-Bott 
function g that takes on its maximum along a torus and there are only two more critical points; 
one of index one and an isolated minimum. Then M is difleomorphic to S1 x RP’. 
Proof The level surface above the minimum and below the critical point of index one is 
a 2-sphere. Passing the level c with the critical point of index one, a handle is added which 
can be either orientable or not. The level surfaces above c will accordingly be tori or Klein 
bottles. The “bottom half” M _ = g- ’ ( - x, c + E J of M is therefore a solid torus or a solid 
Klein bottle. 
If the normal bundle of the top torus Tis orientable, then the level surfaces just below T 
would consist of two tori. On the other hand such a level is diffemorphic to aM_ which is 
either a torus or a Klein bottle. This shows that the normal bundle of Tis not orientable and 
M_ is a solid torus. Thus the “upper half” M, = g-l [c + E, co) of M is a non-orientable I 
interval bundle over T. The boundary 8M + is a torus T which under the bundle projection 
doubly covers T. 
There is a unique non-trivial free homotopy class [r] of simple closed curves on 
?= dM+ which is nullhomotopic in M _ The diffeomorphism type of M is determined 
by the diffeomorphism type of the pair (M + , 7). 
Assume that we have chosen homology bases of T and fsuch that the projection T + !? 
induces the homomorphism 
Hl(f;B);-+HI(T;Z); (m,n)-+(2m,n) 
with respect o the bases. We want to show that there is a diffeomorphism of M, such that y 
is mapped onto the (1, 0)-circle on ?. 
Assume that the curve ; belongs to the class (m, n) in H,(f;Z). The curve y is 
homologous to zero in M_. Thus the image (2m, n) of (m,n) in H, (C H) must be Hz- 
nullhomologous within T by the Z,-perfectness of h. The condition (2m, n) z 0 mod 2 
simply means that n is even. 
The fact that 7 is simple in ? implies that (m, n) is prime, i.e., it cannot be written as a 
multiple of any other element in H, (f; Z). Since n is even, this implies that m is odd. 
Notice that a diffeomorphism of ?is isotopic to an element in SL(2, Z). Thus we need to 
find a matrix 4 E SL(2, Z) that, considered as a diffeomorphism of ?, maps the homology 
class (m, n) of T to (1,O) and extends to M + . A diffeomorphism of ? extends to M, if it 
projects to a diffeomorphism of T. A matrix A eSL(2, Z’) projects to a map of T if it fixes 
(1,0) mod 2. Thus we have to find a matrix 
AeSL(2, Z), A= 
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such that 
A(y)=(i) and *(A)-(i) mod 2. 
These conditions are equivalent to am + bn = 1. cm + dn = 0, and a odd and c even. The 
first two conditions can be satisfied since SL(2, Z) acts transitively on the prime elements of 
H, (T; Z). But then the other conditions are also satisfied since m is odd and n even. This 
proves the proposition. Z 
We now want to prove that the codimension of a taut embedding of S’ x RP* is two or 
three. It cannot be one since S’ x RP’ is not orientable. Notice that both codimension two 
and three can be realized: codimension two as a rotational submanifold with “meridian” 
RF”, codimension three as a product embedding. 
5.5 PROPOSITIOK. A taut 3-manifold with substantial codimension at least four is 
dijfeomorphic to R P3. 
Proof. We will prove that codimension at least four implies that P,(M; Z,) = 1. Then it 
follows from (4.1) and (4.4) that M is diffeomorphic to lRP3. 
Let Sp, be the space of symmetric endomorphisms of T,M modulo multiples of the 
identity. Notice that Yp is a five dimensional linear space with a natural inner product. Let 
S, be the unit sphere in Yp. We set 
I,: N; -+ S,; 5 + CA& 
where A,E~‘~ is multiplied with a positive constant so that it Iies in S,.The map I, is 
injective since A, = i.ld for a taut submanifold implies that it is not substantial. This shows 
that the codimension of M is at most five. If the codimension is five then I, is also surjective. 
A singular normal vector 5 maps onto the equivalence class of an endomorphism in S, with 
two equal eigenvalues. Such endomorphisms in S, form a two dimensional surface in S,, the 
Veronese surface. If the codimension is five, then the singular vectors form a five dimen- 
sional submanifold in the seven dimensional manifold N’ . Thus they cannot 
decompose N’ and fll(M; Z,) = 1 by lemma (3.4). If the codimension is four, then the 
singular vectors of N’ correspond to the intersection of the Veronese surface in S, with a 
hyperplane in .Y,. The intersections are algebraic sets which can be a point, a closed simple 
curve or a curve with one self-intersection. The set of the singular vectors in the six- 
dimensional manifold N1 is therefore a set that cannot decompose N' . By (3.4), we see again 
that {I, (M: iP2) = 1. This finishes the proof of the proposition. 0 
6. FIRST BETTI NUMBER EQUAL TO THREE 
We finish the proof of theorem (1.1) with the next proposition since the first Betti 
number of a taut 3-manifold is at most three by lemma (3.2). 
6.1 PROPOSITION. Asfume that /j, (M; Z,) = 3 and the codimension is uf least two. Then 
M is djfleomorphic to the torus T3. 
We begin with a lemma that gives very precise informations on the top set of a taut 3- 
manifold with /?] (M; Z,) = 3 and codimension at least two. In particular, we show that the 
substantial codimension is two and the normal bundle is flat. 
6.2 LEMMA. Assume that /I, (M; Z,) = 3 and the codimension is at least two. Then the 
codimension C$ M is two and tile normal bundle is~fiut. There are exactly three top tori passing 
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through a point p E M. Two such top tori meet orthogonally and they intersect in a circle which 
is a curvature line in both tori. Moreover, the curvature lines through p of a regular normal 
vector r coincide with the intersections of pairs of the three top tori through p. Each two of the 
tori passing through p eontain a dtjherent set of one-dimensional homology classes from M and 
the one-dimensional homology classes of these top tori form a basis for H, (M; Z,). 
Proof First we prove that two top tori with a common point have to intersect 
transversally, i.e., two top tori cannot have a tangent plane in common without being equal. 
Assume that there are two such top tori T(r) and T(n) where <,~I/E Ni. Let x be a point on 
the normal ray from p in direction 5 that comes after the focal point f (5). The Hessian of the 
distance function L, is negative definite on the common tangent plane of the tori in p. Thus 
L, has a maximum in p on both T(5) and T(n). Letting x go to f (0, we see that T(i) and 
T(n) are in a common top set which hence cannot be a submanifold, contradicting Ozawa’s 
theorem (2.1). 
Notice that two top tori through a point p intersect in a common curvature line. Two 
top tori meet everywhere transversally, as we have seen, and their intersection is thus a 
curve. The intersection of two top sets is both a top set of M and a top set of the top sets. A 
one-dimensional top set is a round circle which is also a curvature line. Thus the intersection 
of two top tori is a curvature line in both of the tori. 
We fix a point p and a normal vector 5 E Ni such that T(r) is a top torus. Such 5 exists by 
lemma (3.4). 
The set C of unit normal vectors q E Nk, q # 5, such that T(n) is a top torus must divide 
the sphere Nk such that < and - < are in two different path connected components, since 
otherwise we could connect r and - 5 through a curve in Ni along which we can transport 
the circle T( - 5) into the top torus T(5) as in the proof of lemma (3.4). This would imply 
that a, (M; Z,) < 3, which is a contradiction. 
Denote the two curvature circles of T(5) through p by y1 and y2 respectively. We have 
seen that all top tori through p intersects T(5) either along yI or y2. We can thus divide the 
set of all top tori through p which are different from T(t) into two sets Y1 and T2 
depending on whether the top torus meets T(5) in y1 or yZ. Notice that one of the sets YI 
and 3, could be empty a priori, but we will prove below that this does not happen. To each 
torus T through p one can associate the unit normal vector in VE Ni such that T = T(n). 
Thus to YI and 5-z correspond two subsets Z, and C, of NY. Notice that I: = C, u C,. If 
Xi # 0, then there is a unit normal vector CE Ni such that T(c) = yi. Let Ci be the set of 
such unit normal vectors [. One sees easily that for any two unit normal vectors in Pi there 
is a great circle arc i(t) connecting them such that T(i(t)) = yi. Thus Pi is a convex set. One 
also sees easily that 5 and Xi are contained in the boundary of Pi. We know that 
E = C, u Z, divides the sphere Ni into at least two components. It follows that Xi u < is the 
boundary of C~i and thus that all the top tori through p .are homotopic to T(t) if the 
codimension of M is greater than two. This is a contradiction since Z would not be an 
obstruction to transporting T( - 5) into T(5): first one transports T( - 5) into a curve 6 in 
some torus T(~),~E C, then one brings 6 with a homotopy of T(n) into T(t). Thus the 
codimension of M is two and Xi consists of one element. But C contains two elements ince 
it divides the circle Nj into at least two components. Hence both C, and C, are non-empty. 
Thus there are exactly three top tori through p. 
It now follows immediately that there are top tori through every point of M. As a 
consequence, there are exactly three top tori through every point of M. The claim about 
their one-dimensional homology classes is now also obvious. 
To prove that the normal bundle is flat, it is, by the Ricci equation, enough to prove that 
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the principal directions of A; do not depend on 5 in an open set of NA. There are exactly 
three normal vectors tl, t2 and (I such that r(ti) is a top torus. It follows that A; has three 
different principal curvatures for every t E NL such that i # + ci. Let t(t) be a curve in Nk 
such that f t(t) does not meet ii. Assume that t(r) lies between Ti and tj and - t(t) between 
& and 5,. The tangents of T(<(t)) and T( - t(r)) in p are principal directions of A;,,, and a 
vector in T,M orthogonal to these two is the third principal direction. These principal 
directions do not depend on t since T(<(t)) = T(ti) n T(?j,) and T( - c(t)) = T(<k) n T(;C,). 
Thus the normal bundle of M is fiat. It follows that the principal curvature lines through p 
for a regular 5 are the three circles that one obtains as intersections of the top tori through p, 
i.e., the curvature lines through p in the top tori. It follows furthermore that the three top 
tori through p intersect orthogonally. 0 
6.3 LEMMA. Assume that B,(M; Z,) = 3 and the codimension is two. Then M is orien- 
table. 
ProqJ: Assume M is not orientable. Then the normal bundles in M of the top tori in 
lemma (6.2) are not orientable. Let yl and yz be the curvature circles in a top torus T(5) 
through a point p. Then yf and ‘Jo generate the fundamental group of T(5). Hence the 
normal bundle JV of T(c) restricted to either y1 or y2, say yl, is not orientable. By lemma 
(6.2), y1 is the intersection of T(5) and another top torus T(q). Furthermore, T(g) and T(q) 
intersect orthogonally so that JV is the normal bundle of ‘;] in T(q). This shows that JV” is 
trivial, which is a contradiction. Thus M is orientable. 0 
Now it is easy to finish the proof of proposition (6.1). 
Proo$ Fix a top torus T(5). Let E be the line bundle over r(t) whose fibers are the 
principal curvature directions orthogonal to T(C); see lemma (6.2). The bundle E is equal to 
the normal bundle of T(c) in M. Thus it is trivial by (6.3) and the corresponding circle 
bundle i, defined by identifying the ends of each fibre, is diffeomorphic to T3. Now there is a 
map from E to M obtained by sending a fibre E, onto the curvature circle through p that is 
orthogonal to T(s). This map is obviously a diffeomorphism. This finishes the proof of 
proposition (6.1) and theorem (1.1). 0 
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